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Correlations of solar neutrino observables for SNO
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Neutrino oscillation scenarios predict correlations, and zones of avoidance, among measurable quantities
such as spectral energy distortions, total fluxes, time dependences, and flavor content. The comparison of
observed and predicted correlations will enhance the diagnostic power of solar neutrino experiments. A general
test of all presently allowed (2n) oscillation solutions is that future measurements must yield values outside
the predicted zones of avoidance. To illustrate the discriminatory power of the simultaneous analysis of
multiple observables, we map currently allowed regions ofDm22sin2 2u onto planes of quantities measurable
with the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory~SNO!. We calculate the correlations that are predicted by vacuum and
MSW ~active and sterile! neutrino oscillation solutions that are globally consistent with all available neutrino
data. We derive approximate analytic expressions for the dependence of individual observables and specific
correlations upon neutrino oscillations parameters. We also discuss the prospects for identifying the correct
oscillation solution using multiple SNO observables.
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I. INTRODUCTION

After more than three decades of study, the number
proposed particle physics solutions to the solar neutr
problem is still increasing with time. The currently viab
solutions to the available set of experimental data inclu
two, three, and four neutrino oscillation scenarios@with
vacuum and Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! oscil-
lations among active as well as sterile neutrinos#, neutrino
decay, violation of Lorentz invariance, violation of the we
equivalence principle, and magnetic-moment transitio
Even for the simplest case of two neutrino oscillations, th
are several isolated regions in neutrino parameter space
are consistent with all of the published data by the chlori
Kamiokande, SuperKamiokande, GALLEX, and SAGE e
periments.

The existing solar neutrino data provide at most (2 –3s
indications favoring specific solutions. Moreover, the p
dicted sizes of those neutrino conversion effects that do
depend upon the standard solar model and that can be
sured well in the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory~SNO! @1#,
are typically small: from a few percent to about ten perc
@2#. Exceptions include the day-night asymmetry~for limited
values of the oscillation parameters! and the double ratio o
the neutral- to charged-current event rates. We will have
be lucky for the oscillation effects to be realized near th
maximal possible values. In the largest part of t
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Dm22sin2 2u parameter space, currently acceptable neutr
oscillation scenarios predict that most of the new phys
effects for SNO will typically be less than 3 or 4s different
from the no-oscillation predictions. And, as previous expe
ence teaches us, Nature seems to prefer toying with us
providing ambiguous hints. The existence of systematic
fects at the several percent level further increases the d
culty of identifying a unique solution.

In this paper, we show how the predictions for some so
neutrino observables are correlated, or why they are un
related, in the context of specific solutions of the solar n
trino problems. We demonstrate that the signatures o
given neutrino solution include not only the values of sp
cific observables, but also the correlations among the obs
ables. A study of the correlations~and, where relevant, the
lack of correlations! between the different predicted value
of neutrino observables can be used to increase our un
standing of the physical processes that are occurring.1

In addition, there are excluded regions that we c
‘‘zones of avoidance.’’ None of the currently favored osc
lation solutions predict that the measured neutrino obse
ables will lie within these regions of avoided parame
space. We stress the diagnostic value of testing predict
that new measurable quantities lie outside these cur
zones of avoidance.

The main point of this paper is that studying the predic

1Also, numerical codes for calculating neutrino oscillation pr
cesses can be tested by requiring that they yield correlations
dicted by analytic arguments given in this paper.
©2001 The American Physical Society12-1
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BAHCALL, KRASTEV, AND SMIRNOV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
correlations and zones of avoidance among solar neut
observables can add discriminatory power to solar neut
experiments. Although we illustrate the methodology us
SNO variables and a particular set of allowed neutrino os
lation parameters, the diagnostic value of the predicted
relations and zones of avoidance are more general than
particulars of our illustrative calculations.

A. Previous discussions of correlations

Correlations of solar neutrino observables have been
cussed in several previous investigations. Perhaps the
such discussion pointed out~Ref. @3#! the lack of consis-
tency, if no new physics were involved, between the to
rates observed in the chlorine@4# and in the Kamiokande@5#
experiments. This inconsistency was used as an argume
exclude astrophysical solutions of the solar neutrino pr
lem. Kwong and Rosen~Ref. @6#! analyzed the relations be
tween event rates measured with SuperKamiokande and
the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory~SNO! for various MSW
solutions. Even more closely related to what we discuss
the present paper, Folgi, Lisi, and Montanino@7# mapped the
large mixing angle~LMA ! MSW and the small mixing angle
~SMA! MSW solution regions in theDm22sin2 2u plane
onto the plane of flux independent observables: the day-n
asymmetry, and the shift of the first moment of the elect
spectrum measured with SuperKamiokande and SNO.
goal of the Bari group@7# was to show how correlation
could be used to help distinguish between the SMA and
LMA solutions. The correlations of a spectrum distortion a
the day-night asymmetry for SMA and MSW Sterile sol
tions were discussed in Ref.@8#.

As discussed in Ref.@9#, strong correlation exists betwee
the day-night asymmetry and the seasonal variations of
nals for the MSW solutions: both effects originate from t
same earth regeneration effect. For the SMA solution
strong correlation exists between the total day-night as
metry and the event rate in the ‘‘core bin’’~the night bin in
which neutrinos cross the core of the earth! @10#. For vacuum
oscillation solutions~VAC! it has been pointed out in Re
@11# that there is a strong correlation of spectrum distort
and seasonal variations.

In Ref. @2#, we described the goal of analyzing simult
neously all of the SNO observables, measured and up
limits, in order to best constrain the allowed neutrino so
tions. As a first step in that direction, we considered so
pairs of measurable quantities but did not calculate the
relations between the predictions in the planes formed by
observables.

In this paper, we illustrate the power of studying the c
relations between different solar neutrino observables
evaluating the correlations between measurable quantitie
the SNO experiment. We elucidate the physical basis for
correlations with the aid of simple analytic approximation

B. Correlated SNO observables

We consider here the correlations between the follow
quantities that are measurable in the SNO experiment.
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The total reduced rate of the charged-current events ab
a specified threshold:

@CC#[
NCC

NCC
SSM

. ~1!

Here NCC is the observed number of events from the C
~neutrino capture reaction by deuterium! and NCC

SSM is the
number expected on the basis of the BP98 standard s
model@12# and no new particle physics beyond what is p
dicted by the standard electroweak model. The predicti
for @CC# implied by the six currently allowed two-neutrin
oscillation solutions have been calculated in@13# and are also
discussed in@2#.

In what follows, we consider first the correlations of di
ferent experimental quantities with@CC# since the CC rate is
the easiest quantity for the SNO collaboration to measur

The day-night asymmetry of the charged-current eve
@14#:

AN2D
CC [2

N2D

N1D
. ~2!

Here N and D are the rates of the events observed during
night-time ~N! and the day-time~D! averaged over the yea
~and corrected for the seasonally changing distance betw
the Sun and the Earth!. The contours of constantAN2D

CC have
been calculated in Ref.@15#. In what follows, we will use the
notationAN2D to denote the charged-current day-night effe
and will use the more cumbersome notation,AN2D

CC , only
when there is a chance of confusion with the day-night eff
measured from neutrino-electron scattering in SuperKam
kande,AN2D

ES .
The relative shift of the first moment of the electron e

ergy spectrum from its non-oscillation value:

dT[
T2T0

T0
. ~3!

Here T and T0 are the first moments of the recoil electro
energy distribution calculated with and without neutrino o
cillations. The shift has been defined in@16#; we calculated
dT in Ref. @2# for the currently allowed set of neutrino pa
rameters. The distortion is expected to be smooth for
solutions except for vacuum oscillations with largeDm2, so
that the first moment characterizes the distortion of the re
energy spectrum rather well.

The double ratio of the reduced neutral-current rate~neu-
trino disintegration of deuterium!, NNC, to the reduced
charged-current event rate:

@NC#

@CC#
[

NNC/NCC

~NNC/NCC!SSM
. ~4!

We will also discuss the ratio of the reduced rates
neutrino-electron scattering@ES# and charged current even
@CC#: @ES#/@CC#,
2-2
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CORRELATIONS OF SOLAR NEUTRINO OBSERVABLES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
@ES#

@CC#
[

NES/NCC

~NES/NCC!SSM
. ~5!

Here @ES#[NES/NES
SSM, where NES is the number of ob-

servedn2e scattering events andNES
SSM is the number of

predicted events according to the standard solar mo
~SSM!.

Additional SNO observables are discussed in@2#. In par-
ticular, the seasonal variations may be significant for b
vacuum@17# and MSW@2,18# solutions.

C. Outline of this paper

In Sec. II, we describe our method. In the next three s
tions, we study correlations related to the charged-cur
~CC! events observable with SNO:AN2D2@CC# in Sec. III,
@CC#2dT in Sec. IV, andAN2D2dT in Sec. V. We discuss
in Sec. VI correlations in the plane of@NC#/@CC# andAN2D
and in Sec. VII the correlations of@NC#/@CC# and dT. In
Sec. VIII, we summarize our results. In the Appendix, w
describe the dependence on oscillation parameters of ea
the observables discussed in the main text. Simple ana
expressions for these dependences are presented in the
pendix; these analytic expressions are useful for interpre
the results of detailed numerical calculations.

D. How should this paper be read?

The most efficient way to read this paper is to first obt
an overview of what is accomplished and then to desc
into the details. We recommend that the reader begin
looking at Fig. 2 to Fig. 11, which show the correlations a
the zones of avoidance in planes constructed from quant
that are measurable by SNO. Then we suggest that the re
turn immediately to Sec. VIII, where we provide a succin
summary of our principal results and conclusions. Only a
having acquired this overview, do we recommend return
to Sec. II in order to read about the details.

II. METHOD

For specificity, we consider correlations of observables
the SNO experiment for the two-flavor neutrino solutions
the solar neutrino problem. Each solution is characterized
the two oscillation parameters,Dm2 and sin2 2u. We use the
techniques described in Ref.@19# to determine the allowed
regions for the oscillation parameters. The input data u
here include the total rates in the Homestake, SAG
GALLEX, and SuperKamiokande experiments, as well
the electron recoil energy spectrum and the day-night ef
measured by SuperKamiokande in 825 days of data taki

Figure 1 shows the acceptable regions of the solution
the plane ofDm22sin2 2u as determined in Ref.@13#. For
our study of correlations, as exhibited in Figs. 2–11, we
the 99% C.L. solutions shown in Fig. 1.

We stress that the particular topography of the predic
correlations and the zones of avoidance depend upon th
of experimental data that are used in finding the allow
regions and the confidence limit~C.L.! that is adopted. We
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have adopted the input data and the C.L. specified above
course, the correlations and the zones of avoidance
evolve as more experimental data become available. Ho
fully, the predicted correlations will become stronger and
zones of avoidance much larger.

We perform both numerical and semi-analytical studies
correlations. The analytic work provides, in many cases
simple interpretation of the numerical results.

FIG. 1. Global oscillation solutions. The input data include t
total rates in the Homestake, Sage, Gallex, and SuperKamioka
experiments, as well as the electron recoil energy spectrum and
day-night effect measured by SuperKamiokande in 825 days of
taking. ~a! shows the global solutions for the allowed MSW osc
lation regions, known, respectively, as the SMA, LMA, and lo
probability, low mass~LOW! solutions@19#. ~b! shows the global
solution for the allowed vacuum oscillation regions. The C.L. co
tours correspond, for both panels, tox25xmin

2 14.61(9.21), repre-
senting 90%~99% C.L.! relative to each of the best-fit solution
which are marked by dark circles.
2-3
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BAHCALL, KRASTEV, AND SMIRNOV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
For SNO, two solar neutrino fluxes are relevant: the8B
flux and thehep flux. We characterize these two neutrin
fluxes by the dimensionless parametersf B and f hep @20,21#,
which are the fluxes in units of the 1998 Bahca
Pinsonneault~BP98! Standard solar model fluxes@12#.

A. Mapping from neutrino space to observable space

Predicted values of SNO observables,X ~e.g., @CC#,
AN2D , dT, @NC#/@CC#!, are functions of two oscillation pa
rameters and two flux parameters:

X[X~Dm2,sin2 2u, f B , f hep!. ~6!

Following the same procedure as in Ref.@13#, we determine
f B and f hep for each pair of values of the oscillation param
eters,Dm2 and sin2 2u, by fitting to the total rate and the
recoil electron energy spectrum of SuperKamiokande@22#:

f B5 f B~Dm2,sin2 2u!, f hep5 f hep~Dm2,sin2 2u!. ~7!

After this determination, the SNO observables are functi
of two oscillation parameters only:

X5X~Dm2,sin2 2u!. ~8!

The correlations depend on the form of the functions,
~8!; the functions are different for each solution of the so
neutrino problem. We give in the Appendix simple para
etrizations of the dependences for various oscillation so
tions.

In what follows, we find regions in planes of (X,Y) ob-
servables allowed by the data from all existing solar neutr
experiments. Formally, this is equivalent tomappingthe so-
lution regions in theDm22sin2 2u plane onto the plane o
observables ofX-Y. For each pointDm22sin2 2u of the so-
lution regions, we calculate values ofX andY. The mapping
is given by Eq.~8!.

If the region of an oscillation solution in theDm2

2sin2 2u plane is projected onto a line segment or onto
narrow strip in theX andY space, then we say that there is
strong correlation of the observablesX andY for the speci-
fied solution. In some cases, there is a strong correlation
in part of a given solution region.

There are various ways one might quantify the degree
correlation. The most appropriate way for our purpose~en-
hancing the identification power of the analysis! is the fol-
lowing. Let us denote bySXY the area of the region in th
X2Y plane to which a given solution region is projected. L
DX and DY be the intervals of the observablesX and Y in
which these observables can vary within a given solut
region if we consider the variables as independent. The p
uct DX3DY is the area of the mapped region ifX andY are
uncorrelated. The degree of the correlation ofX andY can be
characterized by the ratio

kXY[
SXY

DX3DY
. ~9!

If the correlation parameterkXY!1, we will say that a
strong correlation of theX andY observables exists. In thi
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case, the allowedX and Y parameter space is small an
‘‘zones of avoidance’’ dominate. For strong correlations
combined study of the observablesX andY will enhance the
identification power of the analysis. IfkXY;1, there is no
correlation and no advantage to a combined study ofX and
Y.

B. Analytic approximations

The accurate prediction of solar neutrino observables
quires multiple integrations over energy-dependent surv
probabilities and neutrino interaction cross sections, and
over the energy resolution and the efficiency of detection
spite of the complicated nature of the accurate calculatio
simple and useful analytic results can often be found. T
analytic expressions generally contain a small number of
rameters that can be determined using the detailed nume
results. In developing analytic approximations, we proce
as described below.

First, we determine the functional dependence of the
servables on the neutrino oscillation parameters, prima
through the dependence of the survival probability,P, on the
oscillation parameters. Thus

X~Dm2,sin2 2u!;X„P~Dm2,sin2 2u!…, ~10!

where the parameterP represents the survival probabilit
after a suitable average over the energy. Therefore the
step is to find expressions for observables in terms ofP.

Second, the expressions for the survival probabilityP can
usually be simplified in the restricted regions of oscillati
parameters that apply to specific allowed solutions. Al
averaging over relatively small intervals of energi
~smoothing the dependences! often leads to further simplifi-
cation.

Third, in the analytic expressions for observables, the
erage neutrino energy should be taken as a fitting param
which is determined by comparison of the analytic expr
sion with the detailed results of numerical calculations. T
energy parameter should be fitted separately for different
lutions and for different observables. Moreover, if a giv
observable is described by several terms with different
pendences on energy, the characteristic energy in each
should be considered as an independent parameter. This
cedure will usually give the correct parametrization provid
that there are no particularly strong energy dependences.
approximation generally works well if the fractional chan
of the survival probability over the effective range of int
gration is reasonably small. This condition is usually sa
fied for most SNO observables.

In some cases, e.g., when observables depend on the
combination of oscillation parameters, the exact results
correlations can be obtained without performing complica
integrations over energies and over instrumental charact
tics.

In summary, we find dependences of observables on
cillation parameters in terms of simple functions with a fe
fitting parameters that are determined by exact numerical
culations. The fitting parameters represent the complica
2-4
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CORRELATIONS OF SOLAR NEUTRINO OBSERVABLES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
results of integrations over energies and over instrume
characteristics.

C. Survival probabilities, observables, and correlations

We find in this subsection the dependence of differ
neutrino observables on the average survival probabi
This is the first step in the process of deriving analytic e
pressions for correlations, which was outlined in the previo
subsection. We shall see that some correlations ap
clearly even when only survival probabilities are consider
In the Appendix, we derive expressions for the surviv
probabilities and show how these expressions can be us
predict correlations among neutrino observables.

1. Charged current in SNO and neutrino-electron scattering
in SuperKamiokande

The reduced CC-event rate in the SNO detector can
written as

@CC#5PSNO• f B , ~11!

wherePSNO5PSNO(Dm2,sin2 2u,Eth) is the effective survival
probability for CC events in SNO experiment. Thehepneu-
trinos do not contribute significantly to the total rate for
energy threshold in the likely range of 5 to 8 MeV and the
fore hep neutrinos can usually be neglected. We determ
the flux parameterf B from the reduced total rate of events
the SuperKamiokande neutrino-electron scattering exp
ment:

@ES#SK[NSK/NSK
SSM, ~12!

whereNSK andNSK
SSM are the observed and the SSM~BP98,

see Ref.@12#! predicted event rates, respectively. In the ca
of oscillations into active neutrinos we find

f B'
@ES#SK

PSK1~12PSK!r
, ~13!

where r'0.16 @23# is the ratio of thenm2e to the ne2e
cross sections, andPSK5PSK(Dm2,sin2 2u,Eth) is the effec-
tive survival probability for the SK experiment.

Thus, we find from Eq.~11! and from Eq.~13!

@CC#'
@ES#SK

~12r !~PSK/PSNO!1r /PSNO
, ~14!

where the ratioPSK/PSNO depends in general on the oscill
tion parameters but is often of the order of unity. Equat
~14! simplifies considerably if we make the approximati
~valid for example if the SK and SNO energy thresholds
chosen near the plausible values ofESK

th ;6.5 MeV and
ESNO

th ;5 MeV, see Ref.@24#! that PSK'PSNO5P. In this
special circumstance,
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@CC#'
@ES#SK

12r 1r /P
. ~15!

Equation~15! is generally valid for the LMA and LOW so-
lutions @9#, for which the survival probability depends onl
weakly on the energy in the energy range of interest.

In the case of conversion to sterile neutrinos (r→0), we
have

@CC#Sterile5@ES#SK

PSNO

PSK
'@ES#SK. ~16!

For PSK'PSNO, the rate@CC# is approximately equal to
@ES#SK.

Deviations from the equalityPSK5PSNO can be caused
by a strong energy dependence of the survival probability
differences in the energy dependences of the neutrino cr
sections, by difference of energy thresholds, and by diff
ences in instrumental responses.

2. Shift of the first moment of the CC spectrum

The fractional shift of the first moment of the recoil ele
tron energy spectrum@see Eq.~3!# is easily shown~for a
negligiblehepflux! to be proportional to the derivative of th
survival probability:

dT}
E

P

dP

dE
, ~17!

whereP anddP/dE are suitable spectrum averages andE is
a characteristic energy.

3. Day-night asymmetry

The day-night asymmetry can be estimated from the
pression

AN2D
CC 52

PN2PD

PN1PD
, ~18!

wherePN and PD are the day and the night survival prob
abilities averaged over the year after removal of the g
metrical factorR22. We showed previously in Ref.@2# that
the day-night asymmetry in the SNO CC-events,AN2D

CC , and
the asymmetry in the neutrino-electron scattering obser
by SuperKamiokande and SNO,AN2D

ES , are related by the
approximate equation

AN2D
CC 5AN2D

ES F11
r

~12r !PG . ~19!

Equation~19! shows that the CC day-night asymmetry th
will be measured in the SNO experiment is predicted to
larger than the neutrino-electron scattering asymmetry m
sured by SuperKamiokande. For typical values of the av
age survival probability in the rangeP50.320.5, the en-
hancement factor in brackets in Eq.~19! is between 1.4 and
1.6. The prediction given in Eq.~19! can be tested also b
using SNO data alone since bothAN2D

CC andAN2D
ES are mea-

surable by SNO.
2-5
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BAHCALL, KRASTEV, AND SMIRNOV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
Combining Eqs.~15! and ~19!, we obtain a relation be
tween the day-night asymmetryAN2D

CC and the reduced CC
rate @CC#:

AN2D
CC 5

AN2D
ES @ES#SK

@CC#~12r !
, ~20!

whereAN2D
ES depends mainly on theDm2 for the LMA and

LOW solution regions~see Ref.@2#!: AN2D
ES 5AN2D

ES (Dm2).
This relation holds pointwise, i.e., for a particular choice
Dm2 and sin2 2u. Most of the range in theAN2D

CC and @CC#
plane is due to the allowed range inDm2 and sin2 2u, which
washes out the pointwise dependence of Eq.~20! because in
the LMA and LOW solution regionsAN2D

CC depends prima-
rily on Dm2 and @CC# primarily depends upon sin2 2u ~cf.
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3!.

4. The double ratio [NC]Õ[CC]

The double ratio@NC#/@CC# is equal to the inverse of th
appropriately-averaged survival probability for the acti
neutrino case:

@NC#/@CC#5
1

P
. ~21!

Both @NC#/@CC# and @CC# are determined byP @see Eq.
~15!#. Inserting Eq.~21! into Eq. ~15!, we obtain

@CC#'
@ES#SK

12r 1r @NC#/@CC#
, ~22!

which implies that@NC#/@CC# and @CC# are strongly corre-
lated in our approach~in which f B is fixed by the measured
SuperKamiokande rate!. As a consequence of Eq.~22!, the
correlation plots are similar for@NC#/@CC# and @CC# when
combined with other observables. A strong correlation ex
also between the double ratios@ES#/@CC# and @NC#/@CC#,
both of which will be measured by SNO:

@ES#

@CC#
512r 1r

@NC#

@CC#
. ~23!

For sterile neutrinos,

@NC#/@CC#Sterile5
P8

P
'1, ~24!

where P8 is the average survival probability for the N
event sample. Since the thresholds for NC events~2.2 MeV!
and for CC events~expected to be greater than 5 MeV! are
different, the ratio of the average survival probabilitie
P8/P, is in general different from one. However, for bo
NC and CC events the cross section increases with neu
energy and most of the events that are observed corres
to neutrinos with relatively high energies. For these hig
energy neutrinos, the survival probability depends rat
weakly on energy~see Fig. 1 of Ref.@2#!. So, whileP8/P is
not identical to one it is in general quite close to one
practical cases.
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Combining Eq.~19! and Eq.~21!, we find

@NC#/@CC#5S 12r

r D FAN2D
CC 2AN2D

ES

AN2D
ES G . ~25!

Equation~25! is an example of a correlation between thr
observables. The equality given in Eq.~25! does not depend
explicitly on the oscillation parameters and holds appro
mately for all three MSW active neutrino solutions. Th
principal inaccuracy introduced in the derivation of Eq.~25!
is caused by the fact that the average survival probabilityP,
that appears in Eq.~19! is not exactly equal to the averag
survival probability that appears in Eq.~21!.

If we neglect the dependence of the measured quant
upon energy threshold and upon the energy dependenc
the rates, then the neutrino observables depend only on
parameters,Dm2 and sin2 2u . Therefore any three observ
ablesX,Y,Z must be correlated, except for special cases
which one or more of the observables do not depend on
oscillation parameters. Indeed, expressing the oscillation
rameters in terms of the two observables, sayX and Y, we
can get the relationZ5Z(Dm2,sin2 2u)5Z(X,Y). The experi-
mental study of the validity of Eq.~25!, and other similar
‘‘triple’’ relations, will provide important tests of the consis
tency of the oscillation solutions and the experimental
sults. Deviations from the ‘‘triple’’ relations that could no
be explained by expected energy dependences of the ex
mental quantities, or by differences in the average value
P for the various measurables, would indicate either the p
ticipation of more than two neutrinos in solar neutrino osc
lations or a lack of consistency of the experimental resul

5. What’s next?

The functional dependence of the survival probability
the oscillation parameters depends on which particular s
tion of the solar neutrino problems is chosen. In the App
dix, we give the function dependences for differe
currently-favored oscillation scenarios. Using the expr
sions forP given in the Appendix and the relations present
in Eq. ~15!, Eq. ~17!, Eq. ~18!, and Eq.~21!, we derive the
dependences of the SNO observables on the neutrino o
lation parameters.

In the next three sections, we present maps of neut
oscillation solution regions onto planes constructed from d
ferent pairs of SNO observables. We discuss results for
following currently-favored two-neutrino solutions whic
explain all of the available solar neutrino data: large mixi
angle ~LMA ! MSW solution, small mixing angle~SMA!
MSW solution, lowDm2 ~LOW! solution, and MSW Sterile
solution based on small mixing angle MSW conversion
sterile neutrinos. There are several disconnected reg
~‘‘islands’’ ! of the vacuum oscillation solutions. We will di
vide them into two groups: vacuum oscillation solutions w
small Dm2 (Dm2,10210 eV2), VACS, and several is-
lands with large Dm2 (Dm2.10210 eV2) solutions,
VACL . For VACS, there are currently four allowed island
2-6
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CORRELATIONS OF SOLAR NEUTRINO OBSERVABLES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
in the Dm2 and sin2 2u plane. The VACS solutions corre-
spond to four almost fixed values ofDm2 and varying
sin2 2u.

III. CC-RATE VERSUS DAY-NIGHT ASYMMETRY

Figures 2 and 3 show maps of the currently-allowed
gions in theDm22sin2 2u plane onto the@CC#2AN2D plane
for the electron energy thresholds of 5 MeV and 8 Me
respectively. In Fig. 2, we show a simulated data point n
the best-fit value for the LMA solution. The estimated 1s
error bar for the CC measurement is taken from Table II
Ref. @2#. For AN2D , we assume for purposes of illustration
60.03 uncertainty in the absolute value as a 1s error, which
is comparable with the accuracy that has been achieved
three years with the SuperKamiokande detector@22#.

A. Discriminating among solutions

There are four regions in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 for which~after
taking account of the likely measurement uncertainties
the overlap of the predicted values of the observables! im-
portant scientific inferences will be possible if the measu
values of@CC# andAN2D fall within the designated areas.~1!
If measurements show thatAN2D.0.2, then that will be a
strong indication in favor of the LMA solution.~2! If the
measurements only show thatAN2D.0.1, that by itself will
be sufficient to disfavor the vacuum and MSW sterile so

FIG. 2. The allowed regions for the day-night asymmetry in
charged current event rate,AN2D , versus the reduced charged cu
rent rate,@CC#, for an electron energy threshold 5 MeV. The figu
shows the currently-allowed regions predicted by two-neutrino
lutions @13# that describe all the available solar neutrino data: LM
~encircled by a solid line!, SMA ~dashed line!, LOW ~dotted line!,
VACS ~black points!, and VACL ~grey points!. The best-fit points
for each solution are indicated by a small black circles within
allowed region. The prediction for the no-oscillations case is in
cated by a triangle. The cross near the best-fit point of the LM
solution is a simulated measurement with estimated 1s error bars.
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tions. ~3! If instead AD2N;0 and @CC# is consistent with
0.48, then that would strongly favor the MSW sterile so
tion. ~4! If the measured values lie within the ‘‘zone o
avoidance’’ ofAN2D.0.02 and@CC#.0.4, then none of the
currently acceptable oscillation solutions will be favored.

If AN2D.0.1, then the inferences from cases~1! and ~2!
above can be tested by measuringdT. Figure 4 and Fig. 5, as
well as Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, show that all the currently allow
oscillation solutions predictdT,0.01 if AN2D.0.15.

If the day-night asymmetry lies in the broad range
,AN2D,0.15, it will be difficult to disentangle the LMA,
LOW and SMA solutions. These three MSW solutions sh
a large overlap in their predictions for the@CC#-AN2D plane
~see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 and especially Table IX of Ref.@2#!. If
the observed asymmetry is not too small, e.g., ifAN2D
.0.1, then the SMA solution can be identified by the zen
angle dependence of the rate during the night. According
the SMA scenario, the rate should be strongly enhance
the deepest night bin~for the core-crossing neutrino trajec
tories! @25#. In contrast, the LMA and LOW solutions predic
rather flat zenith angle distributions. The LOW and the LM
solutions may be distinguishable through the observed
pendence of the day-night asymmetry on the energy thre
old. The asymmetry increases with threshold for the LM
solution and decreases with threshold for the LOW soluti
For the LMA solution, the maximal possible asymmetry b
comes as large as 0.32 forEth58 MeV instead of 0.28 for
E55 MeV ~see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3!. For the LOW solution,
the dependence upon the threshold energy is just the o
site; the predicted asymmetry decreases with increa
threshold energy. In particular, the LOW solution predic
that the maximal asymmetry decreases from 0.135 to 0.1
the threshold energy increases from 5 MeV to 8 MeV. T

-

e
-

FIG. 3. The allowed regions for the day-night asymmet
AN2D , versus the reduced charged current rate,@CC#, for an elec-
tron energy threshold 8 MeV. The meaning of the symbols is
same as for Fig. 2, except that the regions now refer to a re
electron energy threshold of 8 MeV.
2-7
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BAHCALL, KRASTEV, AND SMIRNOV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
LOW solution may also be identified later by strong Da
Night variations of the beryllium line in BOREXINO exper
ment @26#.

The charged-current event ratio is in some ways the s
plest experimental quantity to measure with the Sudb
Neutrino Observatory. However, the most remarkable as
of the above analysis of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 is that the pot
tially important inferences are almost entirely independen
the measured charged-current rate. This is because the
mated 1s uncertainty in the value of@CC# is about 6.7%~see
Ref. @2#! and is dominated by the theoretical uncertainty
the charged-current neutrino-absorption cross section. Un
a major improvement is made in the accuracy of the theo
ical cross section calculation, the potential diagnostic va
of the charged-current measurement will be severely c
promised by the large uncertainty in the neutrino absorp
cross section.

B. Correlation phenomenology

For the LMA solution, there is no significant correlatio
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3; the correlation parameter, cf.
~9!, kA2CC(LMA) ;1. For the largest area of the plane
oscillation parameters, the charged-current rate depe
mainly on sin2 2u @see Eq.~A8!#, whereasAN2D depends
strongly onDm2 @see Eq.~A10!#. There is a tendency fo
small values of@CC# to correspond to large values ofAN2D ,
since@according to Eq.~20!# for fixed Dm2 the asymmetry is
inversely proportional to@CC#.

Also for the LOW solution, no significant correlation ap
pears. The area occupied in the@CC#-AN2D plane by the
LOW solution is substantially smaller than for the LMA s
lution, which reflects the smaller allowed region of the LO
solution in theDm22sin2 2u plane.

The SMA solution has the form of two beautiful, asym
metric petals connected at the point of zero asymmetry. T
form can be understood from the expression for the as
metry, Eq.~A14!. The zero asymmetry contour is determin
by the conditionP51/2. Therefore, the contours ofAN2D
50 and of @CC#50.41, both of which correspond toP
51/2, coincide. The contours are defined by the relation

j[Dm2
•sin2 2u5const. ~26!

The correlation betweenAN2D and @CC# appears in the re
gion of small asymmetries and of large@CC#. The rate@CC#
decreases with increase ofAN2D @herekA2CC(SMA)!1#.2

For vacuum solutions, there is a correlation betwe
AN2D and @CC# that is difficult to see on the scale of Fig.
and Fig. 3, because the day-night asymmetry is small.
residual asymmetry, which is calculated after first remov
the R22 dependence of the total flux, is not zero, butAN2D
,2% is predicted for all the currently-favored vacuum o

2A similar plot for correlation of the slope parameter and t
asymmetry have been given in Ref.@8#.
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cillation solutions@2#. By inspecting the figures carefully
one can see that the asymmetryAN2D increases with decreas
ing @CC#.

The day-night effect for vacuum oscillations is dete
mined by geometrical factors. In the northern hemisphe
the nights are longer in the winter when the earth is close

FIG. 4. The allowed regions for the shift of the first momen
dT, versus the reduced charged current rate,@CC#, for a recoil
electron energy threshold of 5 MeV. The meaning of the symbol
the same as in Fig. 2, except that the regions now refer todT and
@CC#. The nearly horizontal segments that overlap with the LO
and the LMA solution regions correspond to VACS solutions with
the largest values ofDm2.

FIG. 5. The allowed regions for the shift of the first momen
dT, versus the reduced charged current rate,@CC#, for a recoil
electron energy threshold of 8 MeV. The meaning of the symbol
the same as in Fig. 2, except that the allowed regions refer todT
and@CC# and the threshold for the recoil electron energy is 8 Me
2-8
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CORRELATIONS OF SOLAR NEUTRINO OBSERVABLES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
the sun. The Earth-Sun distance affects the vacuum osc
tion probability and therefore the CC event rate. Combin
Eq. ~15!, Eq. ~A22!, and Eq.~A24!, we find

AN2D5
1

r S @ES#SK

@CC#
21D3 f ~Dm2!, ~27!

where

f ~Dm2!'2~Dm2/mV
2 !cot~Dm2/mV

2 ! ~28!

is a function ofDm2 only. Since within a given currently
allowed ‘‘island’’ in theDm22sin2 2u plane, the variation of
Dm2 is small, we can considerf (Dm2)'constant. Equation
~27! explains the correlation betweenAN2D and @CC# that
exists in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

IV. CHARGED-CURRENT RATE VERSUS SHIFT
OF FIRST MOMENT

Figures 4 and 5 show, for electron energy thresholds o
MeV and 8 MeV, maps onto the@CC#2dT plane of the
currently-allowed regions in theDm22sin2 2u plane. For il-
lustrative purposes, Fig. 4 shows a simulated experime
point near the current best-fit predicted point for the LM
solution. The error bars are estimated 1s uncertainties from
Table II of Ref.@2#, with a 1.3% fractional uncertainty in th
first moment and a 6.7% for the charged-current rate.

A. Discriminating among solutions

If the measured values of@CC# and dT fall close to the
current best-fit value of the LMA solution, then many of th
currently-favored solutions will still be allowed if a 3s level
of disagreement is permitted. The difficulty in uniquely ide
tifying solutions is primarily caused by the estimated 3s
uncertainties being comparable in many cases to the siz
the predicted effects.

There are some regions of the two-dimensional param
space,@CC#2dT, that are relatively discriminatory. For ex
ample, in the region in whichdT.0.04 and 0.3,@CC#
,0.4, only the VACS and the SMA solutions are repre
sented. The most extreme values of the@CC# parameter, e.g.
@CC#.0.5 or @CC#,0.3, would indicate, respectively, th
MSW Sterile solution or the LMA solution. If either of thes
cases is suggested by the@CC# measurement, then a compa
son of the predicted and measureddT ~Fig. 4! and AN2D
~Fig. 2! will be useful checks of the validity of the identifi
cation of the solution.

Unique inferences will be possible~see Fig. 4! for ex-
treme VACS solutions with a fractional shiftdT.4.5% and
for the MSW Sterile solution with@CC# greater than 0.48
The extreme VACS solution predicts a very small value fo
the day-night asymmetry,AD2N,0.01 ~see Fig. 6!.

Two zones of avoidance appear in Fig. 4 for large@CC#.
None of the currently favored oscillation solutions pred
dT,0.01 ordT.0.04 for @CC#.0.45. For an electron re
coil energy threshold of 8 MeV, we find thatdT,0.04 for all
the currently favored oscillation solutions~see Fig. 5!. For
smaller @CC#, between 0.3 and 0.4, there is also a zone
05301
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avoidance fordT.0.01 and less than the values predicted
the SMA solution.

B. Correlation phenomenology

For the SMA solution, both@CC# anddT are determined
by a unique combination of neutrino variables,j, defined by
Eq. ~26!, so that~up to small earth matter effect correction!
the two measurables are strongly correlated. AsdT in-
creases, the charged-current rate@CC# decreases~cf. Fig. 4!.
Using Eq.~14! ~with PSNO;PSK) and Eq.~A13! for the rate
and Eq.~A16! for the shift of the first moment, we find for a
electron threshold energy of 5 MeV

@CC#'
@ES#SK

12r 1r •eBdT
. ~29!

The numerical coefficientB in the exponent that occurs i
Eq. ~29! is determined by results of exact numerical calcu
tions,B529.3. For an electron energy threshold of 8 Me
one should use the general formula given in Eq.~14! without
making the approximation thatPSNO;PSK.

For the VACS solution, a strong correlation exists. Usin
Eq. ~15! and Eqs.~A23! and ~A22!, we find

dT5
1

r S @ES#SK

@CC#
21D3 f ~Dm2!, ~30!

where the functionf (Dm2), has been defined by Eq.~28!.
The relation given in Eq.~30! holds for each allowed island
in neutrino parameter space, and, in the approximation
constantDm2, there is a strong correlation of the rate and t
shift of the first moment for each of the three islands w
low Dm2. The first moment shift,dT, increases as@CC#
decreases. For the allowed island with the largest value
Dm2 ~which overlaps for a 5 MeV threshold with the LMA
and LOW solutions!, the shift of the first moment is close t
zero and the correlations are weak.

For the MSW sterile neutrino solution, the rate@CC# is
strongly restricted by the measured value of@ES#SK,
whereasdT varies over a significant range.

The LMA solution does not predict a strong correlatio
as can easily be seen from Eqs.~A8! and~A9!. The rate@CC#
depends strongly on sin2 2u, whereasdT depends strongly on
Dm2. The situation is similar for the LOW solution.

At a higher threshold, 8 MeV~see Fig. 5!, the shift of the
first moment becomes smaller for all solutions. In particul
a significant part of the LMA region with negativedT dis-
appears. At the same time, for the VACL region the best-fit
point shifts to largerdT. In contrast, the spread of the@CC#
rates increases especially for the SMA Sterile solution.
Eth55 MeV, PSNO'PSK and, as a consequence,@CC# is
uniquely fixed by RSK @Eq. ~16!#. For Eth

58 MeV, PSNO/PSK differs from one and depends on o
cillation parameters, which leads to the larger spread
@CC#. Also for Eth58 MeV, the VACS region with the larg-
est Dm2 no longer overlaps with the LMA and the LOW
solution regions.
2-9
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V. SHIFT OF FIRST MOMENT VERSUS DAY-NIGHT
ASYMMETRY

Figures 6 and 7 show maps of the currently allowed
gions in theDm22sin2 2u plane onto thedT2AN2D plane
for the electron energy thresholds of 5 MeV and 8 Me
respectively. In Fig. 6, the estimated 1.3% (1s) error bar for

FIG. 6. The allowed regions for the shift of the first mome
dT, versus the day-night asymmetry,AN2D , for an electron recoil
electron energy threshold of 5 MeV. The meaning of the symbo
the same as in Fig. 2, except that the allowed regions now refe
dT andAN2D .

FIG. 7. The allowed regions for the shift of the first mome
dT, versus the day-night asymmetry,AN2D , for an electron recoil
electron energy threshold of 8 MeV. The meaning of the symbo
the same as in Fig. 2, except that the allowed regions now refe
dT andAN2D and the threshold for the recoil electron energy is
MeV.
05301
-

,

the dT measurement is taken from Table II of Ref.@2#. For
AN2D , we assume for purposes of illustration a60.03 un-
certainty in the absolute value as a 1s error, which is com-
parable with the accuracy that has been achieved after t
years with the SuperKamiokande detector@22#.

A. Discriminating among solutions

The only truly unique regions in theAN2D2dT plane are
the very large values ofAN2D.0.2, which would favor
LMA, and the very large values ofdT.0.06~5 MeV thresh-
old!, which would favor VACS . In both cases, the oscillatio
solution implies that the other measured parameter shoul
small, i.e.,dT should be small~according to LMA! if AN2D
is near its maximal value andAN2D should be small ifdT is
near its maximal value.

Both the LMA and the LOW solutions predict that th
shift of the first moment is small for all allowed values of th
day-night asymmetry, i.e.,20.02,dT,0.015. And, of
course, the day-night asymmetry is predicted to be small
all the vacuum solutions and the MSW Sterile solution, i.
uAN2Du,0.02 for all allowed values ofdT. The imposition
of these cross checks can be used to test the validity
currently-allowed oscillation solutions.

Taking into account the estimated uncertainties in
measurements, the most populated region in theAN2D2dT
plane contains multiple currently-allowed solutions.

It is easy to find zones of avoidance in Fig. 6 and Fig.
For a 5 MeV electron recoil energy threshold, there are
predicted solutions withAN2D.0.02 anddT.0.045 nor are
there any predicted solutions withAN2D.0.1 anddT,0.
For an 8 MeV energy threshold, there are no predicted s
tions with AN2D.0.02 anddT.0.01.

B. Correlation phenomenology

In the smallDm2 limit ~large day-night asymmetry!, both
the LMA and the LOW solutions predict an approximate
linear relation between the day-night asymmetry and
fractional shift in the first moment:

dT5kAN2D . ~31!

For the LMA solution,kLMA 50.014 andkLOW520.03 for a
5 MeV threshold. These results can be obtained from
~A9! and Eq. ~A10! for the LMA solution and from Eq.
~A20! and Eq.~A21! for the LOW solution. This weak cor-
relation exists because in the region of smallDm2 of the
LMA solution and largeDm2 of the LOW solution both the
day-night asymmetry and the shift of the first moment a
induced by the earth matter effect.

The allowed regions for the SMA and the MSW Ster
solutions both have the form of two petals connected at
point AN2D50.

For vacuum solutions, with the accuracy that is appar
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the shift of the first moment does n
seem to depend significantly upon the day-night asymme
However, there is a linear correlation,
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CORRELATIONS OF SOLAR NEUTRINO OBSERVABLES . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
AD2N}dT, ~32!

where the coefficient of proportionality is sufficiently sma
that the variation ofAD2N about zero is not easily visible o
the scale shown in the figures. The correlation arises bec
for vacuum oscillationsAD2N}RdP/dR anddT}EdP/dE,
where the survival probability,P, depends upon the ratio o
distance,R, to energy,E, i.e., P5P(R/E) @see discussion
following Eq. ~A23! and Eq.~A24!#. It will be very difficult
to test experimentally whether the relation given in Eq.~32!
is present.

FIG. 8. The allowed regions for the@NC#/@CC# double ratio
versus the day-night asymmetry,AN2D , for a recoil electron energy
threshold of 5 MeV. The meaning of the symbols is the same a
Fig. 2, except that the allowed regions now refer to@NC#/@CC# and
AN2D .

FIG. 9. The allowed regions for the@NC#/@CC# double ratio
versus the day-night asymmetry,AN2D , for a recoil electron energy
threshold of 8 MeV. The meaning of the symbols is the same a
Fig. 2, except that the allowed regions now refer to@NC#/@CC# and
AN2D and a recoil energy threshold of 8 MeV.
05301
se

VI. †NC‡Õ†CC‡ VERSUS DAY-NIGHT ASYMMETRY

Figures 8 and 9 show maps of the currently-allowed
gions in the Dm22sin2 2u plane onto the @NC#/@CC#
2AN2D plane for the electron energy thresholds of 5 Me
and 8 MeV, respectively. In Fig. 8, we show a simulated d
point near the best-fit value for the LMA solution. The es
mated 1s error bar for the@NC#/@CC# measurement is 3.6%
after one year~Table II of Ref.@2#! and is dominated by the
statistical error in the determination of the neutral-curre
rate. ForAN2D , we assume for purposes of illustration
60.03 uncertainty in the absolute value as a 1s error, com-
parable to the accuracy that has been achieved after t
years with the SuperKamiokande detector@22#.

The precision with which both the@NC#/@CC# ratio and
the day-night asymmetry are measured will improve w
time as more events are detected.

Figure 8 and Fig. 9 are similar to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, b
cause of the relation given in Eq.~22! between@NC#/@CC#
and@CC#. The form of the allowed regions, the shape of t
zones of avoidance, and the degree of overlap between
ferent solutions are all quite similar in both sets of figure
But, because the double ratio@NC#/@CC# can potentially be
measured with much better accuracy than@CC# alone, the
correlations of@NC#/@CC# with AN2D and other observable
will have much stronger discriminatory power.

A. Discriminating among solutions

There are regions in the@NC#/@CC#2AN2D plane in
which only one oscillation solution is predicted to exist an
on the other hand, regions in which there is significant ov
lap between different oscillation solutions. There are a
significant regions, easily visible to the eye in Fig. 8 and F
9, in which no oscillation solutions are predicted to lie.

We begin with a discussion of the regions where the id
tification of the oscillation solution may be unique and th
discuss the ambiguous regions and the excluded regions

If AN2D is observed to be greater than 0.2 and@NC#/@CC#
is larger than 2.5, then the LMA solution will be unique
singled out. The measurement of the first moment of
electron recoil energy distribution will provide a check o
this inference since the LMA solution impliesudTu,0.01
~see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7!, i.e., a very small distortion of the
charged-current energy spectrum. Moreover, the redu
@CC# rate should be consistent with a value in the range
to 0.4 ~see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3!.

If @NC#/@CC# is measured to be larger than 4.5, then t
only candidate solutions will be LMA and VACS. The two
possibilities can be distinguished since~see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9!
LMA predicts a significant day-night asymmetry,AN2D
.0.06, for large@NC#/@CC# and VACS predicts a very small
asymmetry,uAN2Du,0.01.

If, on the other hand,@NC#/@CC# is found to be smaller
than 2.0, then the LMA and LOW solutions will be elim
nated. Values of@NC#/@CC# in the range 2.0 to 1.2 can b
obtained with the SMA and vacuum solutions, but a value
@NC#/@CC# consistent with unity~and a small measuremen
error! would uniquely favor the MSW Sterile solution. In a
cases of@NC#/@CC# less than 2.0, the predicted day-nig
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BAHCALL, KRASTEV, AND SMIRNOV PHYSICAL REVIEW D 63 053012
asymmetry is very small,uAN2Du,0.02 ~see Fig. 8 and Fig
9!.

The most ambiguous region will be 2,@NC#/@CC#,4
and a small (,0.02) day-night asymmetry. Figure 8 show
that multiple oscillation solutions can give rise to obse
ables in this region. Moderate values ofAN2D ~e.g., 0.02 to
0.12! and moderate values of@NC#/@CC# ~e.g., 2.5 to 4.0!
will also be ambiguous since all three of the MSW acti
solutions, LMA, SMA, and LOW can populate this region
the @NC#/@CC#2AN2D plane. As we have discussed in Se
III, a detailed study of the zenith angle distribution of th
charged current events during the night may discrimin
among these solutions.

The zones of avoidance in the@NC#/@CC#2AN2D plane
are: all values of@NC#/@CC# larger than 5.2~for any values of
AN2D , @CC#, anddT): AN2D less than20.02 ~for any val-
ues of@NC#/@CC#, @CC#, anddT); and @NC#/@CC# less than
2.5 together withAN2D larger than 0.02.

B. Correlation phenomenology

The correlations between@NC#/@CC# andAN2D are simi-
lar to the correlations between@CC# and AN2D that were
discussed in Sec. III. The pointwise relation between@NC#/
@CC# and AN2D

CC for the LMA and LOW active solutions is
washed out in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 by the fact thatAN2D

CC de-
pends primarily onDm2 and @NC#/@CC# primarily depends
upon sin2 2u.

In all cases, the day-night effect is small for vacuum o
cillations. However, one can understand the general tren
Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, according to which the solutions for VACL
~larger Dm2) correspond to smaller values of@NC#/@CC#
than the solutions for VACS.

It is easy to show from Eq.~21!, Eq.~A22!, and Eq.~A24!
that for the VACS solutions

@NC#

@CC#
511k•AN2D , ~33!

FIG. 10. The allowed regions for the double ratio,@NC#/@CC#,
versus the shift of the first moment,dT, for a recoil electron energy
threshold of 5 MeV. The meaning of the symbols is the same a
Fig. 2, except that the regions now refer to@NC#/@CC# anddT.
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wherek[k(Dm2) is a function ofDm2 only. For the VACS
scenario, there are four islands of solutions along wh
Dm2'constant but sin2 2u changes. So, for a given VACS
island k'constant, wherek takes on a different value fo
each island of solutions. From Eq.~33!, we see that@NC#/
@CC# increases linearly withAN2D . ForAN2D50, we obtain
@NC#/@CC#51. All of these features are apparent in Fig.
and Fig. 9.

The discussion following Eq.~24! explains why for sterile
neutrinos@NC#/@CC# is predicted to be close to, but not iden
tical to, one.

VII. †NC‡Õ†CC‡ VERSUS SHIFT OF FIRST MOMENT

Figures 10 and 11 show, for electron energy threshold
5 MeV and 8 MeV, maps onto the@NC#/@CC#2dT plane of
the currently-allowed regions in theDm22sin2 2u plane. For
illustrative purposes, Fig. 10 shows a simulated experime
point near the current best-fit predicted point for the LM
solution. The error bars are estimated 1s uncertainties from
Table II of Ref.@2#, with a 1.3% fractional uncertainty in th
first moment and a 3.6% for the neutral to charged-curr
double ratio.

Figure 10 and Fig. 11 are similar to Fig. 4 and Fig. 5; t
latter pair refers to the correlation between the@CC# and the
dT variables. Because of the relation Eq.~22! between@NC#/
@CC# and@CC#, the acceptable solution space, as well as
zones of avoidance and the degree of overlap of the solu
regions, are similar in the two sets of figures.

A. Discriminating among solutions

There are certain regions of the parameter spa
@NC#/@CC#2dT, that are relatively discriminatory. For ex
ample, for a 5 MeV threshold~see Fig. 10!, in the region in
which dT.0.03 and 1,@NC#/@CC#,5, only the VACS and
the SMA solutions are represented. The most extreme va

in

FIG. 11. The allowed regions for the double ratio,@NC#/@CC#,
versus the shift of the first moment,dT, for a recoil electron energy
threshold of 8 MeV. The meaning of the symbols is the same a
Fig. 2, except that the allowed regions refer to@NC#/@CC# anddT
and the threshold for the recoil electron energy is 8 MeV.
2-12
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of the @NC#/@CC# parameter, e.g.,@NC#/@CC#.4.7 or ,1,
would indicate, respectively, the LMA solution or the MSW
Sterile solution. Only VACS solutions have a fractional shif
dT.4.5%. Figure 10 shows significant zones of avoidan
e.g.,@NC#/@CC#.2.2 and 0.01,dT,0.01@NC#/@CC#.

For an electron recoil energy threshold of 8 MeV~see Fig.
11!, the degree of the overlap between the predictions
different scenarios is not larger than it was for a 5 MeV
threshold, as is the case for@CC#2dT ~cf. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5!.
The allowed regions of VACS solution with largestDm2 do
not overlap with LMA and LOW regions, as occur for a
MeV threshold. However, the largestDm2 VACS solutions
do overlap with the allowed SMA region for an 8 Me
threshold.

B. Correlation phenomenology

For the SMA solution, both@NC#/@CC# anddT are deter-
mined by a unique combination of neutrino variables,j, de-
fined by Eq.~26!, so that the two measurables are stron
correlated:kdT2NC/CC(SMA)!1. As the shiftdT increases,
the double ratio@NC#/@CC# also increases~cf. Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11!. Using Eq.~21! and Eq.~A12! for the survival prob-
ability and Eq.~A16! for the shift of the first moment, we
find for an electron threshold energy of 5 MeV

@NC#

@CC#
'eBdT, ~34!

whereB529.3.
For the VACS solution, a strong correlation exists. Usin

Eq. ~21! and Eqs.~A23! and ~A22!, we find

@NC#

@CC#
511k8dT, ~35!

wherek8[k8(Dm2) is the function of theDm2 only. For a
given VACS island,k8 can be considered as a constant. Th
the double ratio@NC#/@CC# is proportional to the shiftdT.
The slopek8 is different for different VACS islands.

For the MSW sterile neutrino solution, the rate@NC#/@CC#
is strongly restricted by the measured value of@ES#SK,
whereasdT varies over a significant range independent
@NC#/@CC#.

The LMA solution does not predict a strong correlatio
as can easily be seen from Eqs.~A8! and ~A9!. The ratio
@NC#/@CC# depends strongly on sin2 2u, whereasdT depends
strongly onDm2. The situation is similar for the LOW so
lution.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We discuss and comment on in this section the princ
results from our analysis. We begin in Sec. VIII A with
restatement of the problem we address and then describ
Sec. VIII B our most important numerical results. In Se
VIII C, we summarize how the predicted correlations a
zones of avoidance between neutrino measurables can
hance the discriminatory power of solar neutrino expe
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ments. Finally, we discuss in Sec. VIII D some addition
work that needs to be done in order to identify the correct
of mixing angles and mass squared differences of solar n
trinos.

A. Correlated or not?

For a given pair of neutrino parameters,Dm2 and sin2 2u,
the predictions for all the neutrino observables~e.g., day-
night asymmetry or charged current rate! are completely de-
termined. Thus on a point-by-point basis the predictions
all the neutrino measurables are fully correlated. But,
currently allowed oscillation solutions constitute islands
finite size in the space of neutrino parameters.

The practical question one wants to answer is: Fo
specified set of allowed solutions~e.g., LMA or VACS), how
well correlated are the predictions for different neutrino me
surables? In other words, if one considers for example
predictions that correspond to all the allowed values forDm2

and sin2 2u currently included in the LMA solution, will the
predicted values of observables like the day-night asymm
and the charged current rate be strongly correlated? Or,
the range ofDm2 and sin2 2u within the allowed LMA do-
main obscure the point-by-point correlations?

B. The answer

Figures 2 to 11 show the extent of the predicted corre
tions between different neutrino observables in the SNO
periment. These figures present our principal quantitative
sults. The specifics of these correlations depend upon
data set used~which will evolve with time! and the specified
confidence level~99% in this paper!.

We have considered the following pairs of neutrino me
surables:AN2D versus@CC# ~day-night asymmetry for the
charged current, charged current rate!, dT versus@CC# ~shift
of the first moment of the charged current electron rec
energy spectrum, the charged current rate!, AN2D versusdT
~day-night asymmetry, shift of first moment!, @NC#/@CC# ver-
susAN2D ~double ratio of neutral current to charged curre
rate, day-night asymmetry!, and @NC#/@CC# versus dT
~double ratio versus shift of first moment!. For each pair of
neutrino measurables, results are given for two differ
electron recoil energy thresholds, 5 MeV and 8 MeV. T
correlations are discussed in the text following the figu
related to each pair of neutrino measurables.

Some of the currently favored neutrino oscillation so
tions predict strong correlations among measurable qua
ties. For example, the allowed set of SMA solutions predi
strong correlations between the values ofAN2D and@CC#, as
well as betweendT and@CC# and betweenAN2D anddT. On
the other hand, the LMA solutions predict correlations on
betweenAN2D and dT and not betweenAN2D and @CC# or
betweendT and @CC#.

The correlations, and the lack of correlations, can be
derstood from simple analytic arguments. We derive in S
II C and in the Appendix approximate expressions giving
dependence of neutrino measurables uponDm2 and sin2 2u.
In subsections labeled ‘‘correlation phenomenology,’’ w
2-13
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describe the physical bases for the correlations and for
lack of correlations between different pairs of neutrino o
servables.

C. Diagnostic power: Correlations and zones of avoidance

Does the simultaneous analysis of different observab
enhance the diagnostic power of solar neutrino experime
The answer is: ‘‘Yes, in some cases.’’ In subsections labe
‘‘Discriminating among solutions,’’ we emphasize for whic
cases the correlations among the predictions are stron
and how they can help in identifying the correct oscillati
solution. We give examples in which multiple correlatio
can enhance the diagnostic power. For example, the va
predicted by the LMA oscillation solution for the variable
@NC#/@CC#, AN2D , anddT are all correlated whenAN2D is
large. We also show by examples that the dependence o
correlations on threshold provides additional constraints
the allowed solar neutrino solutions.

The most powerful diagnostic pair that we have inves
gated may well be@NC#/@CC# and AN2D . Figures 8 and 9
display the results for this case. This pair is particularly d
criminatory because the systematic uncertainties in@NC#/
@CC# andAN2D can be reduced to values that are small co
pared to the ranges of the observables that are shown in
8 and 9. Moreover, correlations are predicted between
values of@NC#/@CC# andAN2D for some favored oscillation
solutions. By contrast, correlations involving the charg
current rate,@CC#, are severely compromised by the unce
tainty in the value of the neutrino absorption cross secti
Figures 10 and 11 also show significant correlations betw
@NC#/@CC# anddT.

Figures 2 to 11 show that there are zones of avoidanc
the parameter space of neutrino measurables. None o
currently favored neutrino oscillation solutions predict v
ues of the neutrino observables that lie within these unoc
pied regions. We identify some of the more prominent zo
of avoidance in the subsections ‘‘Discriminating among
lutions.’’

All of the currently favored oscillation solutions predi
that the zones of avoidance will not be populated by val
from experimental measurements. Thus an experimental
of whether or not the zones of avoidance are populated
future measurements is a general test of all of the prese
allowed 2n oscillation solutions.

D. Reducing the ambiguities

Measurements with the SNO observatory will greatly
duce the allowed regions in neutrino parameter space. W
unique solution emerge from SNO measurements? Will
be able to identify the correct oscillation solution as one
the six currently-favored islands?

There are many regions in Figs. 2 to 11 where multi
solutions~LMA, SMA, and LOW, e.g.! all overlap. In gen-
eral, a unique identification will be possible only if one
the variables lies near an extreme value in one of the obs
ables planes that we have considered in this paper. We
have to be somewhat lucky to be able to extract a uni
solution from SNO measurements alone.
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In the future, we will study correlations between, on t
one hand, measurable quantities in the SNO and Supe
miokande experiments, and, on the other hand, quant
measured in low energy~less than 1 MeV! solar neutrino
experiments~such as BOREXINO@26#!. We anticipate that
unique inferences may be possible when low and high
ergy solar neutrino measurements are combined.

Will the correlations and the zones of avoidance found
this paper also be valid for more complicated schemes
neutrino mixing three or even four neutrinos? Extensive a
detailed computations are necessary in order to answer
question.
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APPENDIX A: DEPENDENCE OF OBSERVABLES
ON THE OSCILLATION PARAMETERS

In what follows we present simple expressions for so
neutrino observables which are valid in narrow intervals n
the best-fit points for different oscillation solutions. The
expressions will be adequate for qualitative, and in ma
cases quantitative, understanding of the predicted corr
tions among the measurable quantities. Details of the
proximations and more precise expressions for the obs
ables are given elsewhere@27#.

We use results of numerical calculations of the is
contours obtained in@15,16# in order to find parameters in
the analytical expressions. The allowed regions in theDm2

2sin2 2u plane are taken from Ref.@13# ~see Fig. 1!.
Before proceeding to the approximate expressions v

for different oscillation solutions, we give the relevant de
nitions and equations that were used in deriving the res
presented in the following subsections.

For the MSW solution regions, the~daily! average sur-
vival probability is given by@see Eq.~35! in @27##

P[
1

2
~PD1PN!5

1

2
@12cos 2uS~122P1!~ f reg2cos 2u!#,

~A1!

where PD and PN are the averaged probabilitiesP(ne
→ne) during the day time and during the night time, respe
tively.

The quantities that appear in Eq.~A1! are defined as fol-
lows.

The probabilityP1[P(ne→n1) is the probability that the
solar neutrinos reach the surface of the Earth as the m
eigenstaten1.

The variableuS is the matter mixing angle in the neutrin
production region inside the Sun:
2-14
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cos 2uS5
211hS cos 2u

~122hS cos 2u1hS
2!1/2

, ~A2!

where

hS[Dm2/2EVS , ~A3!

andVS is the matter potential in the center of the Sun.
The regeneration factor,f reg @see Eqs.~30!,~32! in @27##,

f reg5
hE sin2 2u

2~122hE cos 2u1hE
2 !

, ~A4!

describes the Earth matter effect. The quantityf reg equals
zero in absence of regeneration. In Eq.~A4!,

hE[Dm2/2EVE , ~A5!

andVE is the effective matter potential for the Earth.
The day-night asymmetry is given by@see Eq.~37! in

@27##

AN2D[
PN2PD

P
5

2 f reg

1/~122P1!2cos 2u1 f reg
, ~A6!

where we have taken into account that in theDm2 region of
significant Earth matter effect:hS!1, and therefore
cos 2uS'21.

In calculating observables, the probability and asymme
should be averaged over the neutrino energy. The effec
averaging can be represented by substituting for 2EV the
effective parametersm2 which are introduced in differen
equations below. The values of the effectivem2 should be
determined from the results of exact numerical calculatio

1. LMA solution

In the LMA solution region one hashE@1, so that ac-
cording to Eq.~A4! the regeneration factor can be appro
mated by

f reg'
sin2 2u

2hE
. ~A7!

Moreover, in this regionP1'cos2 u and hS!1. Then ex-
panding cos 2uS given in Eq.~A2! in powers ofhS and using
the approximate expression Eq.~A7! for f reg we obtain from
Eq. ~A1! the average survival probability

P'sin2 u1
1

4
sin2 2uF cos 2uS Dm2

mS
2 D 2

1
mE

2

Dm2G , ~A8!

wheremS
2 andmE

2 are fit parameters. The survival probabili
~and therefore the rate@CC# and the double ratio@NC#/@CC#!
depend mainly on the mixing angle, sin2 u; the dependence
on Dm2 is weak. The first term in the brackets of Eq.~A8! is
the correction due to effect of the adiabatic edge of the s
pression pit, which is due to closeness of the resonance to
production point. This leads to deviation of aP from
sin2 u; mS

2 is a parameter which corresponds to the produc
05301
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the effective matter potential in the center of the sun,VS ,
and the neutrino energy:mS

2;2ĒVS . The second term in the
brackets describes the earth regeneration effect, wheremE

2

;2ĒVE .
From Eqs.~17! and~A8!, we find for the shift of the first

moment

dT'
sin2 2u

2~12cos 2u! F22 cos 2uS Dm2

mS
2 D 2

1
mE

2

Dm2G .

~A9!

Here the negative term in the brackets is due to the adiab
edge and the positive term describes the distortion due to
earth regeneration effect. The shiftdT is negative in the
large-Dm2 part of the LMA region and it becomes positiv
in the smallDm2 part. For fixedDm2, the shiftdT increases
with decreasing sin2 2u. For the reasons stated in the prev
ous paragraph,dT is very small for the LMA solution.

For the day-night asymmetry, we find from Eqs.~A6! and
~A7! the following analytical result:

AN2D'
mE

2

Dm2 F12cos 2u

sin2 2u
1

mE
2

2Dm2
1

1

2 S Dm2

mS
2 D 2G21

.

~A10!

The asymmetry is, to a good approximation, inversely p
portional toDm2. The first term in brackets leads to a d
crease of the asymmetry when the mixing approaches m
mal value. The second term is due to the regeneration ef
in the earth. The last term describes the effect of the a
batic edge which becomes important forDm2;1024 eV2.
For smallerDm2 the latter can be neglected and we obta
from Eq. ~A10! the equations for the iso-asymmetry lines

Dm2'mE
2 S 1

AN2D
2

1

2D sin2 u

12cos 2u
. ~A11!

Comparing with results of numerical calculations, we fi
mS

2'631025 eV2 andmE
2'331026 eV2.

2. SMA solution

For not too small mixing angles, the survival probabili
can be well described by the Landau-Zenner formula@28#:

PLZ'e2j/j0, ~A12!

wherej[Dm2
•sin2 2u and j0(;2E/r 0) is a fit parameter,

r 0 is the electron density scale height,ne(r )}exp(2r/r0).
The effect of earth regeneration on the survival probabi
can be neglected here. From Eq.~15! we find the reduced
rate

@CC#'
@ES#SK

12r 1rej/j0
. ~A13!

The day-night asymmetry can be parametrized in the
lowing way:
2-15
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AN2D5sin2 2u f ~Dm2!F122PLZ~j!

PLZ~j! G , ~A14!

where

f ~Dm2!'A
~Dm2/m0

2!3

~Dm2/m0
2!511

, ~A15!

and A57.8 andm0
25331026 eV2 are the fit parameters

Notice thatm0
2 corresponds to theDm2 with which neutrinos

with an average detected energy resonate in matter of
earth. The probabilityPLZ(j) is given in Eq.~A12!.

For the shift of the first moment, Eqs.~17! and ~A12!
yield

dT5
B

E
Dm2 sin2 2u5

B

E
j, ~A16!

whereB is a fit parameter.

3. LOW solution

In the LOW region, the probabilityP1 equals the jump
probability and can be approximated by the generali
Landau-Zenner probability,P1'PLZ8 . Also, in the LOW re-
gion hE!1, and therefore the regeneration factor~A4! be-
comes

f reg'sin2 2u
hE

2
. ~A17!

Therefore the survival probability, Eq.~A1!, can be written
using Eq.~A17!:

P'sin2 u1
1

4
sin2 2u

Dm2

~mE8 !2

1PLZ8 S cos 2u2
Dm2

2~mE8 !2
sin2 2u D , ~A18!

where (mE8 )2;2EVE . Here the second term is the correctio
due to the earth regeneration effect which is important for
largeDm2-part of the LOW region and the third term, whic
is proportional to the jump probability,PLZ8 ~defined below!,
is due to effect of the non-adiabatic edge. The generali
Landau-Zenner probability,PLZ8 , which is valid for large
vacuum mixing in the LOW region~see Ref.@29#!, equals

PLZ8 'e2g sin2 u, ~A19!

whereg52pr 0Dm2/2E andr 0 is the density scale height o
the solar electron density distribution.
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From Eq.~17! and Eq.~A18!, we find for the first moment

dT'2
sin2 2u

sin2 u

Dm2

4~mE8 !2
1PLZ8

Dm2

mna
2

3S cos 2u2
Dm2

~mE8 !2
sin2 2u D . ~A20!

Heremna
2 (;E/pr 0) is the fit parameter. The first term in Eq

~A20! gives the effect of the non-adiabatic edge and the s
ond term, which is proportional toPLZ8 , describes the distor
tion due to regeneration. For fixed sin2 2u, the shift decreases
with increasingDm2. In the smallDm2 part of the allowed
solution space,dT is positive since the spectrum is at th
non-adiabatic edge of the suppression pit. The shift is zer
Dm2'1027 eV2 and then becomes negative due to the
generation effect. The shift increases with decreasing sin2 2u.

For the day-night asymmetry, we find

AN2D'
Dm2

~mE8 !2 F12cos 2u

sin2 2u
1

Dm2

2~mE8 !2

1
2PLZ8

~122PLZ8 !sin2 2u
G21

. ~A21!

The fit parameter (mE8 )252.531026 eV2. In the region of
the LOW solutions, the last term in brackets~containing
PLZ8 ) describes the effect of adiabaticity breaking and is po
tive, which suppresses the asymmetry. The asymmetry
creases withDm2, in contrast with the behavior of the LMA
solution.

4. Vacuum oscillation solutions

The standard expression for the vacuum oscillation pr
ability leads to the following approximate relation:

P512sin2 2u sin2
Dm2

mV
2

, ~A22!

wheremV
2(;4E/R) is a fit parameter. We find for the shif

of the first moment:

dT;R
1

P

Dm2

m0
2

sin2 2u sinS 2Dm2

mV
2 D . ~A23!

The day-night asymmetry originates from the eccentric
of the earth’s orbit and the existence of seasons@2#. We find
the residual asymmetry~after removal of theR22 depen-
dence of the total flux! which is related to the dependence
the oscillation probability on distance from the sun. T
stronger the dependence ofP on the distance~oscillation
phase! the larger the asymmetry. Clearly, the asymmetry
absent forP5const. Therefore
2-16
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AN2D}
R

P

dP

dR
}

1

P

Dm2

mV
2

sin2 2u sin 2
Dm2

mV
2

. ~A24!

The expression in Eq.~A24! coincides withdT, so AN2D
}dT. This result was obtained earlier~see the discussion
following Eq. ~32! using the fact thatP5P(R/E).

For the VACL solution, there are strong averaging effec
and Eq.~A22! with a fixed characteristic energy does n
reproduce accurately the functional dependence of the
vival probability on oscillation parameters. As a cons
s

D

D

t.

B

g
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quence, the relations Eq.~A23! and Eq.~A24! describe only
very approximately the dependence upon neutrino par
eters of the VACL solution.

5. MSW sterile solution

The rate for the MSW sterile solution is essentially fix
by the measured SuperKamiokande rate,@ES#SK. The distor-
tion of the electron recoil energy spectrum and the day-ni
asymmetry are similar to that for the SMA case, but the ea
regeneration effect is much smaller.
and
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